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Abstract

We project the long term incidence of Zika virus disease (ZVD) under varying hazards

of infection and consider how the age-distribution of disease burden varies between

these scenarios. Pathogens with age-structured disease outcomes, such as rubella and

Zika virus, require that management decisions consider their impact not only on total

disease incidence but also on distribution of disease burden within a population. In

some cases, reductions of overall transmission can have the paradoxical effect of

increasing the incidence of severe disease despite decreasing the total incidence. This

happens because of corresponding increases in the average age of infection. Beginning

with the current population structure and demographic rates of Brazil, we project

forward total ZVD burden as measured by cases occurring in pregnant women and

document the scenarios under which a paradox of control for Zika management emerges.

We conclude that while a paradox of control can occur for ZVD, the higher total costs

from increasing the average age of infection will only be realized after several decades

and vanish under conservative discounting of future costs. This indicates that managers
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faced with an emerging pathogen should prioritize current disease incidence over

potential increases in severe disease outcomes in the endemic state.

Author Summary

The intuitive response to an emerging outbreak is to halt, or at least reduce,

transmission. However, in some circumstances, reducing overall transmission and

incidence may be counterproductive from a public health perspective as public health

interventions affect both the total level and the distribution of disease burden. We

consider the scenarios under which reducing transmission of an emerging pathogen such

as Zika virus may increase the costs associated with disease in the most vulnerable

segments of the population - in this case, reproductive-age women. We conclude that

after applying standard discounting rates to future cases, the “paradox of control”

vanishes and reducing hazard of infection uniformly reduces the total costs associated

with severe disease.

Introduction 1

Zika virus (ZIKV), a mosquito-borne pathogen first identified in Uganda in 1947 [1] and 2

subsequently responsible for sporadic outbreaks [2], has attracted major attention from 3

health officials and the public at large as a result of an ongoing large outbreak in the 4

Americas. The American Zika virus disease (ZVD) outbreak began in Brazil and rapidly 5

spread through South and Central America, with an estimated 500,000-1,500,00 cases in 6

Brazil alone [3]. While Zika virus disease (ZVD) is usually asymptomatic or mild [2], it 7

has been linked to more severe complications in pregnant women [4]. The complication 8

of greatest concern is microcephaly, where ZVD infection during fetal development 9

impedes brain development. 10

Concerns over microcephaly have led to calls for women to delay or strategically 11

time pregnancy [5, 6]. However, given the limited access to contraception and family 12

planning services in much of Latin America [7], it may be more practical to focus on 13

population-level control efforts that do not rely on individual behavioral modification. 14

In particular, there has been renewed attention on potential vector control strategies [8] 15
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to reduce the attack rate (fraction of susceptible individuals experiencing infection) 16

across the entire population. 17

For many diseases, minimizing attack rate is a straightforward way to reduce 18

disease-associated mortality and morbidity. Attack rates determine not only the overall 19

level of incidence, but also the average age of infection, with higher attack rates 20

resulting in lower average age of infection [9]. For a disease which causes the most 21

severe outcomes in younger individuals, such as measles, this suggests that reducing 22

incidence also shifts the burden of disease away from the most vulnerable individuals. 23

For a disease in which outcome severity can increase with age, such as rubella [10–12] or 24

ZVD, decreases in the attack rate can shift cases into more vulnerable age classes. This 25

may result in a ”paradox of control” in which a reduction in incidence increases 26

mortality and morbidity [13,14]. The paradox of control can lead to situations with 27

multiple locally optimal management equilibria [15,16] and is the reason current WHO 28

policy for rubella vaccination does not recommend implementing routine coverage below 29

a threshold that is expected to reduce both total incidence and incidence in 30

most-affected classes. The tradeoff in (usually mild) cases averted to a potential 31

increase in incidence of congenital rubella syndrome (CRS) as seen in the Greek 32

experience [17] is deemed unacceptable. 33

Responses to ZIKV spread should consider the trade-off rubella responses face with 34

CRS. Otherwise, efforts to minimize near-term ZDV incidence may inadvertently shift 35

the burden of disease to more vulnerable subpopulations. However, analyses of the 36

tradeoff between rubella incidence and CRS burden [13,18] have been based on an 37

equilibrium incidence assumption. As ZVD is a newly emerging pathogen in a 38

previously näıve population, it is not at equilibrium yet and we do not know what the 39

incidence and age distribution will be at equilibrium. Additionally, our understanding of 40

ZVD is rapidly expanding as new control methods such as genetically modified 41

mosquitoes [19] and ZIKV vaccines [20–22] may change the eventual equilibrium level 42

and distribution of ZIKV incidence. 43

We believe that cost-benefit evaluations of ZIKV policy interventions should focus 44

primarily on the transient dynamics with discounting of future cases as is common in 45

the economic literature [23]. In this paper, we use an age-structured model to study the 46

potential short-term and long-term consequences of changes to a constant background 47
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ZIKV attack rate on incidence of ZVD and of high-risk cases in reproductive-age women 48

during the transient dynamics following introduction. Our results show that the 49

paradox of control is much weaker under transient dynamics, and almost always 50

vanishes under even conservative discounting rates. We conclude that early 51

interventions that reduce attack rates will always improve public health, and the 52

paradox of control need only be considered when interventions have been delayed to a 53

time when incidence has approached equilibrium levels. 54

Materials and Methods 55

To evaluate the impact of an emerging pathogen with age-structured virulence, we 56

construct a two-part model characterizing the underlying demographic structure, which 57

can be well described with available census data, and overlay a disease incidence model, 58

which describes a process with greater uncertainty. For our case we consider the initial 59

conditions as the population structure of Brazil in 2015 (Fig 1) since Brazil was the 60

most heavily impacted country in the recent outbreak and presents an interesting case 61

study given a current age distribution that is disproportionately skewed towards the 62

most vulnerable age classes. 63

The population is projected forward using recently estimated age specific fertility 64

rates [24] (Fig 2). We assume individuals are born susceptible and removed from the 65

susceptible population at an annual rate corresponding to the hazard of ZVD, and that 66

individuals who are infected once retain lifetime immunity to future infection. We then 67

consider the burden of ZVD in terms of the risk of ZVD-related birth defects. Actual 68

rates of ZVD-related birth defects in different settings have been estimated as ranging 69

from 11% [25] to 42% [26] and may vary by stage of pregnancy [27]. For purposes of our 70

model, the total cost of ZIKV is defined as the number of births that occur in women 71

who experience ZVD in the same year as their pregnancy. 72

We project forward population dynamics and ZVD incidence over fifty years to 73

generate a cumulative cost of ZIKV. In light of potential improvements in prenatal care 74

for pregnancies coinciding with ZVD or control methods such as the release of 75

genetically modified mosquitoes (citation) or a vaccine (citation) we weight present 76

cases more heavily than future cases using the geometric rate 1
(1+r)t for cases t years in 77
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the future and an annual discounting rate r. Such discounting is standard practice in 78

many areas of social policy [23]. 79

Given that the hazard of encountering ZIKV infection is uncertain and likely to vary 80

both in time and across spatial scales, we generate projections across a wide range of 81

potential hazard rates. We consider the cumulative costs of ZIKV as a function of 82

hazard rates in order to identify the possibility of a paradox of control under the 83

assumption that ZVD hazard, while unknown, may be increased or decreased as a 84

function of the intensity of control efforts. 85

Our model is a numerical approximation of an age-structured epidemic model with

time-dependent infection risks, combined with a Lotka’s boundary condition for birth.

Models with similar forms have been studied since the 1920’s [28,29], based on

McKendrick’s partial differential equation [30]. Let S(t, a) be the density of susceptible

individuals of age a at time t. We assume a perfect sex ratio of 50/50. Individuals die

at rate µ(a), depending on their age, and become infected at rate λ, independent of age

and time. Infected individuals are assumed to become permanently immune against

infection as soon as they are infected. New susceptible individuals are born at rate l(a)

per susceptible person of age a. We assume ZVD infection has no measurable impact on

the population’s large-scale demographic structure, so l(a) can be picked to reflect the

collective birth rate of susceptible and resistant individuals. Thus

S(t+ 1, a+ 1) = (1− λ− µ(a))S(t, a), (1)

S(t, 0) =

∞∑
a=0

l(a)S(t, a), (2)

M(t) ∝ λ
∞∑
a=0

l(a)S(t, a), (3)

C(T ) ∝
T∑

t=0

∞∑
a=0

λl(a)S(t, a)

(
1

1 + r

)t

, (4)

with the initial age-distribution of susceptibles S(0, a) and the maternity function l(a) 86

estimated from census data [24]. 87

The annual number of at-risk births M(t) in year t is proportional to the infection 88

hazard λ and the total number of susceptible births. The cumulative discounted future 89

cost of the Zika epidemic C(T ) is proportional to the total number of at-risk births from 90
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the start of the epidemic up until year T , discounted at annual rate r. 91

Since the actual hazard of ZVD is uncertain, we consider the incidence of ZVD in 92

high-risk age classes under varying annual hazard rates of ZIKV infection. We compare 93

both the year-over-year and cumulative incidence of ZVD in at-risk age classes over a 94

fifty year time window, and consider the impact of discounting future costs at the 95

geometric rate 1
(1+r)t for cases t years in the future and a discounting rate r. Such 96

discounting is standard practice in many areas of social policy [23]. Changes in the 97

annual hazard rate (potentially modulated by control intensity) result in changes to 98

both the equilibrium incidence and average age of infection. We have also explored 99

some cases of age and time-dependent infections hazards (λ(a, t)), notably oscillating 100

hazard rates across different years (supplement) and find no impact on our qualitative 101

conclusions. 102

Results 103

Considering the potential total number of at-risk births over the duration of 50 years 104

with varying levels of ZVD incidence yields projections where intermediate levels of 105

ZVD incidence lead to the highest total number of at-risk births while extremely high or 106

extremely low ZVD incidence both result in a lower total burden. Since ZVD is an 107

emerging infection, the age distribution of cases following introduction will simply 108

match the population’s age distribution. As ZVD becomes established in a population, 109

the age distribution will begin to shift towards younger individuals [9, 31]. The effect of 110

the shifting age distribution is seen as the cost of ZVD as measured in cases in pregnant 111

women tends to decline for any given hazard rate until an equilibrium is reached (Fig 3). 112

The cumulative burden of ZVD and microcephaly is determined both by the 113

transient spread of ZVD through the initially naive population and the long-term 114

endemic level of incidence once ZVD is established within the population. While high 115

hazard rates lead to a larger initial outbreak, they also result in most of the population 116

acquiring immunity before reaching reproductive age, limiting the potential for 117

microcephaly in the future. 118

Placing possible hazard rates on the x axis, we consider the total cost over a fifty 119

year window (Fig 4). Under the parameters we used, the greatest total burden of ZVD 120
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occurs when the annual hazard of contracting ZVD is 0.09, implying that efforts to 121

reduce transmission in regions where hazard is higher than that could be 122

counterproductive unless they succeed in reducing hazard below that threshold. For 123

example, reducing the annual hazard from 0.15 to 0.12 would result in an estimated 124

36,500 additional cases of ZVD among pregnant women during the fifty year window of 125

our projection. 126

However, most of the additional cases will occur later in time, by which point there 127

may be medical advances in prenatal care or ZVD control that mitigate the potential 128

for harm. To account for potential discounting of distant future cases relative to near 129

future cases, we weight ZVD cases in our simulation according to the geometric rate 130

1
(1+r)t for cases t years in the future and a discounting rate r. When penalizing current 131

cases more heavily than future cases, we find a reversal of our initial result, returning to 132

the intuitive conclusion that more zika is always worse than less. In the case of our 133

projection based on Brazilian demographics, any discounting rate greater than 1.1% is 134

sufficient to eliminate the paradox of control. When considering potential demographic 135

regimes which differ from those currently prevailing in Brazil (with a disproportionate 136

density of the population in reproductive age classes) we require a higher discounting 137

rate in order to eliminate the possibility of a paradox of control,S1 but the required 138

discount rate is still within typical ranges used in setting social policy. 139

Discussion 140

Higher transmission intensities effectively frontload the total burden of ZVD incidence. 141

Some have argued [32] that the higher long-term incidence of ZVD in low transmission 142

settings should be considered a point against aggressive control efforts to reduce ZIKV 143

transmission. However, policymakers may not be neutral in regards to the timing of 144

potential cases. If two scenarios project similar numbers of cases, it may be preferable 145

to follow the one that delays the burden until later years in light of the expectation that 146

new treatments or preventive measures may be developed in the meantime. Likewise, 147

even a scenario that predicts more total cases over a long time window may be preferred 148

if it involves a lower level of incidence over the time frame of greatest interest to 149

decision makers. While we affirm the central finding of Bewick et al that efforts to limit 150
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the size of an initial outbreak of an introduced pathogen such as ZIKV must be traded 151

off against the implications for population-level immunity and long term incidence, we 152

emphasize that possible future cases are less immediately pressing than current cases, 153

and factoring in this prioritization of the present reinforces the importance of limiting 154

disease exposure for at-risk individuals. 155

We wish to emphasize that our results do not contradict the well-established concept 156

of endemic stability used to justify the avoidance of rubella immunization in some 157

countries. Our conclusions that discounted cumulative future costs from ZIKV are 158

effectively monotonically increasing in infection risk only applies at the start of an 159

epidemic when the population is entirely naive. As the population ages and the 160

infection incidence approaches endemic equilibrium levels, the paradox of control 161

re-emerges (see supplement S2). 162

Our model does not account for all possible details of long-term ZVD dynamics - the 163

true picture is likely more complicated due to the uncertainty about the extent of sexual 164

transmission [33,34] and similarity to dengue virus transmission [35]. To the extent that 165

ZVD outcomes depend on the stage of pregnancy and mosquito population density 166

aligns (or not) with human birth seasonality [6, 36], our projections may overstate the 167

total ZVD burden. However, it does so in a uniform way, without biasing comparisons 168

of different transmission intensities. We do not account for costs of ZVD aside from 169

transmission, such as potential strain interactions with dengue fever [37] or link to 170

Guillain-Barre Syndrome [38], both of which would increase the accounting of near-term 171

costs and decrease the future preference for ZVD infection in early childhood. 172

Supporting Information 173

S1 Under Alternate Demographic Regimes We consider also a stylized 174

“developing world” age distribution, with a heavily child-biased age distribution. In this 175

case, the relative costs of near-term and future cases are shifted by the smaller 176

proportion of the population currently at risk, and a steeper discounting rate of 5.55% 177

is necessary to eliminate the paradox of control. 178

S2 An Endemic Setting To illustrate the divergence from previous literature’s 179
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finding of a paradox of control in rubella-endemic settings, we consider the same 180

projections but with a population whose initial susceptible age structure corresponds to 181

having had a constant infection risk over their lifetimes. This approximates an 182

endemic-disease scenario. In this endemic context, a paradox of control materializes for 183

all discounting rates because there is no initial large outbreak in the higher-hazard 184

scenarios to offset lower long-term caseload in reproductive individuals. 185

S3 Time-Varying Hazard Rates In case of cycles in hazard rates, our qualitative 186

conclusions are broadly unchanged. However, sufficiently long cycles may increase the 187

minimum discounting rate necessary to eliminate the paradox of control by permitting 188

cohorts born during the lower-hazard phase of the cycle to reach reproductive age 189

before encountering ZVD infection. As an illustrative example, we consider below 190

hazard rates that cycle on a five year period. 191
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Fig 1. Brazilian Population Pyramid, 2015 Brazil’s population currently has the
bulk of its mass in reproductive-age individuals, complicating any recommendation to
delay childbearing.
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Fig 2. Age-Specific Fertility Rates Age-specific Brazilian fertility rates as of 2012
in five-year intervals, with a smoothing spline fit to obtain annual resolution.
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Fig 3. Annual (left) and cumulative (right) projected number of at-risk births over
time in a population matching Brazilian age structure and demographic rates. A larger
ZVD hazard results in more at-risk births at the start of the outbreak, while fewer
people would remain susceptible in the long term. Scenarios involving lower ZVD
hazard lead to fewer cumulative at-risk births over short planning horizons but
eventually exceed high-hazard scenarios.
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Fig 4. Intermediate levels of ZVD hazard lead to the largest number of at-risk births.
When annual discounting of 1.1% or greater is applied to future cases, the total
weighted cost of ZVD increases monotonically with annual hazard. The gray region
indicates the range of discounting rates commonly used in social policy [23].
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Fig 5. “Developing” Age Pyramid In a setting with far more children
(proportionally) there is less cost, and more potential benefit, to higher ZVD hazards
providing a “natural vaccine” to ZVD infection during pregnancy
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Fig 6. Since most individuals in this hypothetical developing population (see Figure 5)
are below reproductive age, costs of ZVD tend to be higher in the future than in the
case of Brazilian demography. The left panel shows absolute number of annual ZVD
cases in pregnant women under varying hazard rates, while the right panel shows
cumulative number of cases. This assumes the starting population age distribution is
exponential and begins with all individuals susceptible.
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Fig 7. Intermediate levels of ZVD hazard lead to the largest number of at-risk births.
When annual discounting of 5.5% or greater is applied to future cases, the total
weighted cost of ZVD increases monotonically with annual hazard.
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Fig 8. Since the population in the endemic setting begins with partial immunity,
annual disease burden is already at equilibrium and fluctuations are primarily due to
demographic rates. A clear paradox of control appears in which reductions in attack
rate monotonically increase the mean age of infection and therefore relative burden in
at-risk age classes.
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Fig 9. The paradox of control seen in the endemic setting is a function of equilibrium
disease burden, and therefore insensitive to discounting. For illustrative purposes we
include the range of common discounting rates in the gray shaded region.
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Fig 10. In case of cycles in hazard rates, our qualitative conclusions are broadly
unchanged. However, sufficiently long cycles may increase the minimum discounting
rate necessary to eliminate the paradox of control by permitting cohorts born during
the lower-hazard phase of the cycle to reach reproductive age before encountering ZVD
infection. As an illustrative example, we consider below hazard rates that cycle on a five
year period.
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